
The Need for Algorithms



 We want to introduce the term algorithm and what designing an algorithm means in

 computer science (i.e. programming). We then want to take a few steps to build up to

 writing an algorithm with “code”. Here are the basic steps of the lesson and their

 underlying purpose.

 Step 1: Discover common instructions

 Step 2: Agree on a minimal instruction set

 Step 3: Use the provided Human Machine Language “code” to implement an algorithm



 Algorithm: A precise sequence of instructions for processes that can be executed by a 
computer and are implemented using programming languages. (NOTE: this is the definition 
from the AP CS Principles framework). 

 Algorithmic/computational Thinking: Flowcharting/Pseudo Coding a problem

 Low level programming language: A programming language that captures only the most 
primitive operations available to a machine. Anything that a computer can do can be 
represented with combinations of low level commands. “Assembly Language”

 High level programming language: A programming language with many commands and 
features designed to make common tasks easier to program. Any high level functionality is 
encapsulated as combinations of low level commands. “JavaScript, Java, C++, C#”



 This language bears a strong resemblance to so called LOW LEVEL 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES a sparse, primitive set of commands to directly 
control the physical/electronic operations of a computing machine. 

 Other programming languages are built on top of the low level languages to 
provide more abstraction and functionality that combines low level operations into 
commonly used procedures. 

 The most commonly known low level language is called “ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE”

 The most commonly know programming languages are: Java, JavaScript, C++, Swift, 
any others? Last night’s reflection sheet?



 Flow Chart Symbols



 3 Basic Structures in programming:

 Sequence Selection Loop





 The art (and science) of using a well defined language of primitive operations to 
solve problems is the art and science of ALGORITHMS.

 The CS Principles definition of algorithm is: “ALGORITHMS ARE PRECISE 
SEQUENCES OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROCESSES THAT CAN BE EXECUTED BY A 
COMPUTER AND ARE IMPLEMENTED USING PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES”

 One way to think of the study of algorithms is that it is the STUDY OF PROCESSES –
how can you use a small set of instructions to clearly and correctly define process 
that will solve some problem?



 For example, how could we find the minimum value in a deck of cards????
 Start with a small number = 5 cards

 Start with all cards facing up

 Both hands on a card (left hand on left most card, right hand on card next to it)

 Write down your instructions

 Did you use input/output?

 Did you use any processes?

 Did you ask a question (conditional statement)?

 Did you repeat anything?

 Can you scale your instructions to a larger set of cards? Full deck?

 Flow chart your algorithm

 Your instructions are the pseudo code



 HOW  DO YOU KNOW WHEN TO STOP?

 DO YOUR INSTRUCTIONS STATE WHERE AND HOW TO START?

 IS IT CLEAR WHERE TO PUT CARDS BACK DOWN AFTER YOU’VE PICKED THEM 
UP?



 Notice two things about algorithms and programming…

 DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS CAN BE DEVELOPED TO SOLVE THE SAME PROBLEM

 Even though you were all trying to solve the same problem (find min) as a class we 
came up with different methods for doing it. We would say we came up with 
different algorithms.

 DIFFERENT CODE CAN BE WRITTEN TO IMPLEMENT THE SAME ALGORITHM

 This is sometimes surprising to newcomers. When writing “code” (even with the 
human machine language) two people trying to write code to implement the SAME 
ALGORITHM may very easily code it differently.



 HOMEWORK: Complete U3L2 Reflection PINK SHEET 

 due at the start of class tomorrow


